Assignment: A14
Air-Table: The Puck Gun
New concepts:
•
•
•

Adding a new force to the physics engine.
Impulse force = F_avg * dt = dv * mass.
Launching bullet pucks from a moving puck.

Python language topics:
•
•

Deleting elements of a list based on timestamp data.
Another example of class inheritance.

Problem statement:
(Again, start with a new Python file.)
Add content to the A13 exercise to create a puck-firing gun. Control the firing with the “i” key. Control the rotation of
the gun tube with the “j” and “l” tube. Fire the gun repeatedly (ten bullets per second) while holding down the “i” key.
Bullets should be deleted if they are more than 3 seconds old. Model the recoil associated with firing each bullet using
an impulse calculation in the physics engine.
Algorithmic description:
•
•

•

Create a Gun class based on the RotatingTube class.
Use the physics-world clock to timestamp the firing of the gun and the creation of a bullet.
o Use a time-delay value of 0.1 seconds to determine when it is time to fire another bullet (if the “i”
key is still down).
o Use an age-limit value of 3 seconds to determine when it is time to delete an existing bullet.
 Use a copy of the puck list to drive the “for” loop while deleting from the original puck list.
Modify the physics calculations to include an impulse-force vector based on the velocity and mass of the
fired bullet.

Python code: (see images on next few pages)
The following code is not a complete solution to the problem. It shows additional content relative to the A13
assignment. There is some obfuscation and some highlighting of new code lines. The images below should contain all
the additional code you will need. The indent levels should be a clue to you.

